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■ This article describes our progress on automated, two-way English-Korean
translation of text and speech for enhanced military coalition communications.
Our goal is to improve multilingual communications by producing accurate
translations across a number of languages. Therefore, we have chosen an
interlingua-based approach to machine translation that readily extends to
multiple languages. In this approach, a natural-language-understanding system
transforms the input into an intermediate-meaning representation called a
semantic frame, which serves as the basis for generating output in multiple
languages. To produce useful, accurate, and effective translation systems in the
short term, we have focused on limited military-task domains, and have
configured our system as a translator’s aid so that the human translator can
confirm or edit the machine translation. We have obtained promising results in
translation of telegraphic military messages in a naval domain, and have
successfully extended the system to additional military domains. The system has
been demonstrated in a coalition exercise and at Combined Forces Command in
the Republic of Korea. From these demonstrations we learned that the system
must be robust enough to handle new inputs, which is why we have developed a
multistage robust translation strategy, including a part-of-speech tagging
technique to handle new words, and a fragmentation strategy for handling
complex sentences. Our current work emphasizes ongoing development of these
robust translation techniques and extending the translation system to
application domains of interest to users in the military coalition environment in
the Republic of Korea.
    operates worldwide in a variety of international environments that require language translation.
Translators who can interpret military terminology
are a scarce commodity in countries such as the Republic of Korea (R.O.K.), and U.S. military leaders
there support the development of bilingual machine
translation. Although U.S. and R.O.K. military personnel have been working together for more than
forty years, the language barrier still significantly re-

T

duces the speed and effectiveness of coalition command and control. During hostilities, any time saved
by computers that can quickly and accurately translate command-and-control information could provide an advantage over the enemy and reduce the possibility of miscommunication with allies.
Machine translation has been a challenging area of
research for four decades, as described by W.L.
Hutchins and H.L. Somers [1], and was one of the
original problems addressed with the development of
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Machine-Translation Background
The pyramid diagram of Figure 1 shows source-language analysis along the left side and target-language
generation along the right side, and three machinetranslation strategies: interlingua, transfer, and direct.
Most machine-translation strategies cut off the
source-language analysis at some point along the way,
and perform a bilingual transfer. The interlingua approach is different. It eliminates a bilingual transfer
phase by producing a language-independent meaning
representation called the interlingua that is directly
usable for target-language generation. In addition, it
greatly facilitates the development of a multilingual
system, because the same interlingua can be used to
generate multiple target languages. Although achieving a language-independent interlingual representation is a difficult challenge for general domains, the
interlingua approach offers significant advantages in
limited domains.
Direct translation systems do little source-language
analysis, proceeding immediately to a transfer. They
produce a word-for-word translation, much like an
automated bilingual-dictionary lookup. The resulting
translation generally does not have proper word order, syntax, or meaning in the target language, although it may be of some help to a user.
Transfer systems perform some intermediate form
36
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computers. Although general, effective solutions remain elusive, we have made substantial advances in
developing an automated machine-translation system
to aid human translators in limited domains, specifically for military translation tasks in the Combined
Forces Command (CFC) in Korea. Our strategy to
enhance the probability of success in this effort has
been threefold: first, to build upon the tremendous
advances in the research and development community over the past decade in natural-language understanding and generation, machine translation, and
speech recognition; second, to carefully choose limited but operationally important translation applications to make the task manageable; and third, to facilitate user interaction with the translation system, so
that the primary goal is not a fully automated translator but an aid that helps the human translator be
more effective.

Direct

Source text

Target text

FIGURE 1. Pyramid illustrating the relationships among in-

terlingua, transfer, and direct approaches to machine translation. The interlingua approach differs from the other two
by producing a language-independent meaning representation called the interlingua that is directly usable for targetlanguage generation.

of analysis, then proceed to a bilingual transfer. The
SYSTRAN translation system, which has been used
in our project for Korean-to-English translation, falls
into this category. Transfer systems vary greatly in the
quality of translation output and, for multilingual applications, require substantial additional effort in
analysis and generation for each language pair. The
advantage of a state-of-the-art transfer system like
SYSTRAN is that it produces translations for a wide
range of input texts and does not require a limited
domain. When compared to an interlingual approach, however, the transfer system has a disadvantage: the translations produced, although better than
word-for-word direct translations, often do not capture the correct syntax or meaning of the input text.
CCLINC Translation-System Structure
The architecture for our translation system, presented
in Figure 2, consists of a modular, multilingual structure including language understanding and language
generation in English and Korean. We refer to this
translation system as the common coalition language
system at Lincoln Laboratory, or CCLINC. The system input can be text or speech. The understanding
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FIGURE 2. Architecture of the common coalition language system at Lincoln Laboratory (CCLINC). The un-

derstanding modules convert Korean or English input into a language-independent meaning interlingual
representation known in this case as a semantic frame. The use of semantic frames allows the CCLINC system to extend to multiple languages. The meaning representation in the semantic frame could also be used
to provide two-way communication between a user and a Command, Control, Communications, Computing,
and Intelligence (C4I) system.

module of CCLINC converts each input into an interlingual representation. In CCLINC, this interlingual representation is called a semantic frame. In the
case of speech input, the understanding module in
Figure 2 performs speech recognition and understanding of the recognition output. Our current
speech-recognition system and its performance on
speech translation are described in a later section. Although our original work on this project involved
speech-to-speech translation [2], we have recently
emphasized text translation [3] in response to the priorities of U.S. military users in Korea. An ongoing effort by Korean researchers in English-to-Korean text
translation is described in Reference 4.
The CCLINC translation system provides feedback to the originator on its understanding of each
input sentence by forming a paraphrase in the
originator’s language. For example, when an English
speaker enters a sentence into the system, the sentence is first transformed into a semantic frame by the
English-understanding module. Then the Englishgeneration module produces a paraphrase of what the

system understood, which can be verified by the
originator before the Korean-generation module provides the translation to the receiver. Figure 2 illustrates how the interlingual approach expedites the extension of the system to multiple languages. For
example, adding Japanese to the English-Korean system requires Japanese-understanding and Japanesegeneration modules, but the English and Korean
modules do not change. Successful system operation
depends on the ability to define a sufficiently constrained yet useful vocabulary and grammar as well as
the application of powerful understanding and generation technology so that a high percentage of input
sentences can be understood. Figure 2 also shows a
two-way connection between the translation system
and a Command, Control, Communications, Computing, and Intelligence (C4I) system. Because the
translation system involves the understanding of each
input, C4I data and displays based on this understanding can be periodically updated and users can
request information through the C4I system while
communicating with other people via translation.
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FIGURE 3. Process flow for English-to-Korean text translation in CCLINC. The TINA language-understanding sys-

tem utilizes the English grammar and analysis lexicon to analyze the English text input and produce a semantic frame
representing the meaning of the input sentence. The GENESIS language-generation system utilizes the Korean
grammar and generation lexicon to produce a Korean output sentence based on the semantic frame.

This article deals mainly with our work in Englishto-Korean text translation. Although the CCLINC
translation system is general and extendable, most of
our work to date has focused on English-to-Korean
text translation because it is the application of most
interest to U.S. forces in Korea. Our work has also
included two-way English-Korean translation of both

speech and text. We have started developing an interlingua-based Korean-to-English translation subsystem in CCLINC. (Our previous Korean-to-English system was developed by SYSTRAN, Inc.,
under a subcontract.) Our initial work on this project
included translation from English speech and text to
French text [2].

Input sentence: 0819 z uss sterett taken under fire by a kirov with ssn-12s.
sentence
full_parse
statement

pre-adjunct

subject

participial_phrase

time_expression

np

passive

gmt_time

a_ship

vp_taken_under_fire

numeric_time ship_mod
numeric gmt

uss

ships

ship_name

vtake under_fire

v_by_agent
v_by

v_with_instrument

np

v_with

indef quantifier a_ship
ship_name
0819

z

uss

sterett

taken under fire by

a

kirov

np
a_missile
missiles

with ssn-12 s

FIGURE 4. Parse-tree example based on English input sentence. The parse tree represents the structure of the input sentence, and is represented in terms of both general syntactic categories, such as
the subject or participial phrase, and domain-specific semantic categories, highlighted in red, of material being translated, such as the ship name.
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System Process Flow and Example for
English-to-Korean Text Translation
Figure 3 illustrates the process flow of English-to-Korean text translation in CCLINC. The core of
CCLINC consists of two modules: the language-understanding system, TINA [5], and the language-generation system, GENESIS [6]. Both modules were
originally developed by the Spoken Language Systems group at the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science, under Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) sponsorship, for applications in
human-computer interaction with a variety of languages [7, 8]. Our project was the first to adapt TINA
and GENESIS for language translation and to apply
these systems to the Korean language.
The understanding and generation modules operate from a set of files that specify the source-language
and target-language grammars. The modules are mediated by the semantic frame, which serves as the basis for generating output in multiple languages, and
can be integrated into the command-and-control information system for database query.
The first task domain that we used to develop our
CCLINC translation system consists of a set of messages about simulated naval engagements in the Pacific. To illustrate system operation, we show the roles
of the various system modules in translating the following sentence from that domain:
0819 z uss sterett taken under fire by a kirov with
ssn-12s.
Given this input sentence, the language-understanding system produces a parse tree, as illustrated in Figure 4. The parse tree, which represents the input sentence structure, is produced automatically by
CCLINC. The parse tree identifies grammatical, or
syntactic, information such as the pre-adjunct 0819
z, the subject uss sterett, and the predicate taken under
fire by a kirov with ssn-12s. The parse tree also provides domain-specific information—in this example,
z stands for Greenwich Mean Time; sterett and kirov
are ship names; and ssn-12 is a missile name. The categories such as ship and missile name are not standard
English grammatical categories, but are domain-spe-

cific semantic categories that represent the meaning
of the words in this domain of naval messages. These
domain-specific categories enable CCLINC to reduce
the ambiguity of the input sentence.
The language-understanding system then derives a
semantic frame from the parse tree, as shown in Figure 5. As a language-neutral meaning representation
of the input sentence, the semantic frame captures the
core meaning of the input sentence through three
major categories: topic, predicate, and clause. The
main action of the sentence—taken under fire—is
represented by the predicate category, and the entities
involved in the action—sterett, kirov, ssn-12—are represented by the topic category. The semantic frame
also preserves the information that the sentence is a
statement rather than a question or command. However, the semantic frame purposely does not retain
structural information that tells us how to generate a

:statement

:time_expression :topic “z”
:pred “819”
:topic :name “sterett”
:pred “uss”
:pred taken_under_fire
:pred v_by
:topic :quantifier indef
:name “kirov”
:pred v_with_instrument
:topic :name “ssn-12”
:number “pl”

Paraphrase:
819 Z USS Sterett taken under fire by a kirov with SSN-12s.
Translation:
8 âŒ 19 áÆÂ ëüåâ
ÂÆ ŒÄìÂ ÜŒÄÆí
Â ìÚ âÃêòÖòıãŒ SSN-12 ÜŒâìãŒÈÖõ ëõÄôœÉûÉì.
FIGURE 5. Semantic frame, paraphrase, and translation for

the example sentence of Figure 4. The semantic frame represents the meaning of the input in terms of fundamental language-neutral categories such as topic and predicate, and is
used as the basis for generation of both the English paraphrase and the Korean output sentence. Entries in red in the
semantic frame are replaced by the corresponding vocabulary items in the Korean-generation lexicon.
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Table 1. Sample English-Korean
Language-Generation Lexicon

V1

V

“ha” PRESENT “han”
PAST “hayss ”
PP “hayss” PSV “toy”

indef

D

“”

kirov

N

“khirob”

ssn-12

N

“ssn-12 misail”

sterett

N

“stheret”

take_under_fire

V1 “phokyek”

uss

N

“mikwunham”

z

N

“pyocwunsikan”

v_by

P

“uyhay”

v_with_instrument

P

“lo”

sentence in a particular language with the meaning
represented in the frame. This language-generation
information needs to be put in by a generation system
specific to the target language, as discussed below.
In addition to the three major categories, other categories such as number (singular or plural) and tense
(present, past, or future) can be added. Whether we
add more categories to the semantic-frame representation depends on how detailed a representation is required. To refine the translation, we can increase the
number of semantic-frame categories. In addition,
some languages require more elaborate tense or honorific representations than others. The flexibility of
the semantic-frame representation makes the TINA
language-understanding system an ideal tool for machine translation.
The primary task of the language-generation system is to produce target-language output that captures the meaning represented in the semantic frame
in a proper and grammatically correct sentence in the
target language. In our translation system, we have
both a Korean-generation and an English-generation
module. For English source language, the Englishgeneration module must produce a paraphrase of the
input in the source language. Both the English paraphrase and the Korean translation are shown beneath
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the example semantic frame in Figure 5. The paraphrase in this case is essentially identical to the original (except that 0819 is replaced by 819). The Korean
output is Hangul text composed from the 24 basic
letters and 16 complex letters of the Korean alphabet.
To produce translation output, the language-generation system requires three data files: a lexicon, a set
of message templates, and a set of rewrite rules. These
files are language-specific and external to the core language-generation system. Consequently, extending
the language-generation system to a new language requires creating only the data files for the new language. A pilot study of applying the GENESIS system to Korean language generation can be found in
Reference 9. For generating a sentence, all the vocabulary items in the semantic frame such as z, uss,
and by are replaced by the corresponding vocabulary
items provided in the lexicon. All phrase-level constituents represented by topic and pred are combined
recursively to derive the target-language word order,
as specified in the message templates. We give examples below of the data files that are necessary to
generate Korean translation output.
Table 1 shows a sample language-generation lexicon necessary to generate the Korean translation output of the input sentence from the semantic frame in
Figure 5—0819 z uss sterett taken under fire by a kirov
with ssn-12s. Words and concepts in the semantic
frame are given in the left column of the table, and
the corresponding forms in Korean are given in the
right column. The Korean forms are in Yale
Romanized Hangul, a representation of Korean text
in a phonetic form that uses the Roman alphabet
[10]. Because the semantic frame uses English as its
specification language, lexicon entries contain words
and concepts found in the semantic frame with corresponding forms in Korean. (For a discussion about
designing interlingua lexicons, see Reference 11.)
In the lexicon, P stands for the part of speech
preposition; N noun; D determiner; and V verb.
Verbs are classified into several subgroups according
to grammatical rules that govern which tense forms
are used. The first row of the example in Table 1 says
that the entry V1 is a category verb ha for which the
present tense is han, past tense hayss, past participle
hayss, and passive voice toy.
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Table 2. Sample Korean Language-Generation Message Templates

(a) statement

:time_expression :topic i :predicate ta

(b) topic

:quantifier :noun_phrase

(c) predicate

:topic :predicate

(d) np-uss

:predicate :noun_phrase

(e) np-v_by

:topic :predicate :noun_phrase

(f) np-v_with_ instrument

:topic :predicate :noun_phrase

Message templates are target-language grammar
rules corresponding to the input-sentence expressions
represented in the semantic frame. The word order of
the target language is specified in the message templates. Table 2 gives a set of message templates required to produce the Korean translation output
from the semantic frame in Figure 5.
Template a instructs that a statement consists of a
time expression followed by the topic, which in turn
is followed by the predicate (corresponding to the
verb phrase). The morpheme i following :topic is the
subject case marker, and the morpheme ta following
:predicate is the marker indicating that the sentence is
a statement. According to template b, a topic (typically equivalent to a noun phrase) consists of a quantifier and the head noun itself. Template c says that a
verb phrase consists of an object followed by the verb.
This template specifies that in Korean the object precedes the verb, as opposed to English, in which the
object follows the verb. Also, it illustrates that the
predicate category encompasses several syntactic subcategories including a verb and a verb phrase. Template d says that uss is a predicate embedded under a
higher-level predicate. Templates e and f say that the
prepositional phrases headed by the equivalents of by
and with are predicates, and take an object to their
left, and are embedded under a higher-level category.
Rewrite rules are intended to capture surface phonological constraints and contractions, in particular,
the conditions under which a single morpheme has
different phonological realizations. In English, the rewrite rules are used to generate the proper form of the
indefinite article, a or an. Choosing one indefinite ar-

ticle over the other depends on the phonology of the
word that follows. For example, if the word that follows starts with a vowel, the appropriate indefinite article is an; if the word that follows starts with a consonant, the appropriate indefinite article is a. The
Korean language employs similar types of morphological variations. In Table 3, the so-called nominative
case marker is realized as i when the preceding morpheme (John in this example) ends with a consonant,
and as ka when the preceding morpheme (Maria in
this example) ends with a vowel. Similarly, the socalled accusative case marker is realized as ul after a
consonant, and as lul after a vowel. Because these
types of alternations are regular, and it is not possible
to list every word to which these markers are attached
in the rewrite-rule templates, a separate subroutine
written in C-code has been implemented to improve
efficiency. For details of other related phenomena in
the Korean language, see Reference 12.
User View of System as Translator’s Aid
Before proceeding to an extended discussion of the
technical operation and performance of our system,
we describe its operation as a translator’s aid. Figure 6
shows the graphical user interface of our system in the
English-to-Korean translation mode. The interface
features four windows and five icon buttons. English
text is entered in the top window. Input is entered by
voice, through the keyboard, or from a file or external
message source. To enter a voice input, the user activates the speech recognizer by clicking on the microphone icon and speaks the sentence. The recognized
speech appears in the English input window and is
VOLUME 10, NUMBER 1, 1997
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Table 3. Phonologically Conditioned
Case Markers in Korean

Following consonant
Following vowel

Nominative
Case

Accusative
Case

John-i

John-ul

Maria-ka

Maria-lul

then treated as text input. To translate a sentence in
the input window, the user clicks on the English-toKorean translation icon (indicated by flags) and the
translation appears in the third window from the top.
In this example of text translation, the user has activated translation of the sentence that begins At 0823
z Sterett. The English paraphrase is shown in the paraphrase window, and the Korean translation of that
sentence (in Hangul characters) is shown in the window below the English paraphrase. The user then has
an opportunity to edit the Korean translation by us-

ing a Hangul text editor. When the translation is acceptable, the user clicks on the check icon, and the
translated sentence is moved to the output window at
the bottom. Here, the translation of the prior sentence starting with 0819 z USS Sterett is shown in the
output window. If the user wishes to view the translation process in more detail, the parse tree or semantic
frame can be viewed by clicking on the tree or frame
icons.
In configuring our system as a translator’s aid, we
provide the user with as much help as possible. If the
system is unable to parse and understand the input
sentence, a word-for-word translation is provided to
the user, consisting of a sequence of word translations
from the Korean-generation module. If some of the
English words are not in the generation lexicon, the
original English word is included in the translation
output in the place where its Korean equivalent
would have occurred. In both cases, the problem is
noted on the output.
The interlingua-based Korean-to-English translation system operates with the same graphical user in-

FIGURE 6. Graphical user interface of translator’s aid in English-to-Korean translation mode. The input is entered by

voice, through the keyboard, or from a file to the top window. The English paraphrase is shown below the input window, and the Korean translation of that sentence (in Hangul characters) is shown in the window below the English
paraphrase. The user can edit the translation output by using a Hangul text editor. If the translation is acceptable, the
translated sentence can be moved to the bottom window by clicking on the check icon. The parse tree and the semantic frame of the input sentence can be displayed by clicking on the tree and the frame buttons, respectively.
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terface, except the U.S. and Korean flags are interchanged in the translation icon, and the input language is Korean. The SYSTRAN transfer-based Korean-to-English translation system, however, does not
provide the user a paraphrase, parse tree, or semantic
frame.
English-to-Korean System Development on
Naval Message Domain: A Domain-Specific
Grammar Approach
From June 1995 to April 1996 we trained our system
on the MUC-II corpus, a collection of naval operational report messages from the Second Message Understanding Conference (MUC-II). These messages
were collected and prepared by the center for Naval
Research and Development (NRaD) to support
DARPA-sponsored research in message understanding. Lincoln Laboratory utilized these messages for
DARPA-sponsored machine-translation research. We
chose to use the MUC-II corpus for the following
reasons: (1) the messages were typical of actual military messages that our users would be interested in
translating, including high usage of telegraphic text
and military jargon and acronyms; (2) the domain
was limited but useful, so that we felt that our interlingua approach could be applied with reasonable
probability of success; and (3) the corpus was available to us in usable form.
The MUC-II Naval Message Corpus
MUC-II data consist of a set of naval operational report messages that feature incidents involving different platforms such as aircraft, surface ships, submarines, and land targets. The MUC-II corpus consists
of 145 messages that average 3 sentences per message
and 12 words per sentence [13, 14]. The total vocabulary size of the MUC-II corpus is about 2000
words. The following example shows that MUC-II
messages are highly telegraphic with many instances
of sentence fragments and missing articles:
At 1609 hostile forces launched massive recon effort from captured airfield against friendly units.
Have positive confirmation that battle force is targeted (2035z). Considered hostile act.

The messages in this article are modeled after but
are not from the MUC-II corpus. For each message, a
corresponding modified message has been constructed in more natural English. For example, in the
modified version below, words that are underlined
have been added to the original message:
At 1609 z hostile forces launched a massive recon
effort from a captured airfield against friendly
units. Friendly units have positive confirmation
that the battle force is targeted (2035z). This is
considered a hostile act.
MUC-II data have other features typical of natural
text. There are several instances of complex sentences
having more than one clause, coordination problems
involving conjunctions (and, or), and multiple noun
and verb modifiers, as in the following examples:
Complex sentences—Two uss lion based strike
escort f-14s were engaged by unknown number of
hostile su-7 aircraft near land9 bay (island target
facility) while conducting strike against guerrilla
camp.
Coordination problem—Fox locked on with fire
control radar and fired torpedo in tiger’s direction.
Multiple noun and verb modifiers—The
deliberate harassment of uscgc tiger by hostile fox
endangers an already fragile political/military
balance between hostile and friendly forces.
Translation-System Training
For our translation-system training and development,
we have used both the original and the modified data,
including 105 messages from the MUC-II corpus.
These messages, including both original and modified versions, comprised a total of 641 sentences. For
additional training material, we added a set of 154
MUC-II-like sentences that were created in an inhouse experiment, so that the total number of sentences used in training was 795. This training corpus
was divided into four data sets. We trained the translation system by using an iterative procedure in which
grammar and vocabulary were developed for the first
VOLUME 10, NUMBER 1, 1997
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set, and then we tested and modified the translation
system on subsequent sets.
In our training procedure, we developed analysis
rules by hand on the basis of observed patterns in the
data. These rules are then converted into a network
structure. Probability assignments in the network are
obtained automatically by parsing each training sentence and updating appropriate counts [5].
When the translation-system development was
completed on the MUC-II corpus, the size of the lexicon was 1427 words for analysis and 1000 words for
generation; the size of the grammar was 1297 categories for analysis and 850 categories for generation.
The actual number of rules is much greater because
TINA allows the sharing, or cross-pollination, of
common elements [5]. When the training was complete, the translation system was able to translate 673
of the 795 sentences correctly, for a translation accuracy rate of 84.7%.
Parsing Telegraphic Messages
In developing our system on the MUC-II corpus, we
addressed two key problems. First, telegraphic messages induce a greater degree of ambiguity than texts
written in natural English. Second, our initial system
was unable to parse sentences containing words new
to the grammar.
Our solution to the problem of resolving ambiguity in telegraphic messages was applied in initial system development, and is reflected in the accuracy results described above. Additional details of our work
in resolving ambiguity are presented in Reference 15.
When the rules are defined in terms of syntactic categories (i.e., parts of speech) [16], telegraphic messages with omission introduce a greater degree of syntactic ambiguity than texts without any omitted
element. The following examples contain preposition
omission:
1410 z (which means “at 1410 Greenwich
Mean Time”) hostile raid composition of 19 aircraft.
Haylor hit by a torpedo and put out of action 8
hours (which means “for 8 hours”).
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To accommodate sentences with a preposition omission, the grammar needs to allow all instances of
noun phrase NP to be ambiguous between an NP
and a prepositional phrase PP. The following examples show how allowing the grammar an input in
which the copula verb be is omitted causes the past
tense form of a verb to be interpreted as either the
main verb with the appropriate form of be omitted as
in phrase a, or as a reduced relative clause modifying
the preceding noun, as in phrase b.
Aircraft launched at 1300 z.
(a) Aircraft were launched at 1300 z.
(b) Aircraft which were launched at 1300 z.
Syntactic ambiguity and the resultant misparse induced by such an omission often lead to a mistranslation. For example, the phrase TU-95 destroyed 220
nm could be misparsed as an active rather than a passive sentence due to the omission of the verb was, and
the prepositional phrase 220 nm could be misparsed
as the direct object of the verb destroy. The semantic
frame reflects these misunderstandings because it is
derived directly from the parse tree, as shown in Figure 7. The semantic frame then becomes the input to
the generation system, which produces the following
nonsensical Korean translation output:
TU-95-ka
220 hayli-lul
pakoy-hayssta.
TU-95-NOM 220 nautical mile-OBJ destroyed.
The sensible translation is
TU-95-ka
220 hayli-eyse
pakoy-toyessta.
TU-95-NOM 220 nautical mile-LOC was destroyed.
In the examples, NOM stands for the nominative case
marker, OBJ the object case marker, and LOC the
locative postposition. The problem with the nonsensical translation above is that the object particle lul
necessarily misidentifies the preceding locative phrase
220 hayli as the object of the verb. This type of misunderstanding is not reflected in the English paraphrase because English does not have case particles
that overtly mark the case role of an NP.
Many instances of syntactic ambiguity are resolved
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on the basis of the semantic information. However,
relying on semantic information requires the parser to
produce all possible parses of the input text and forward them to a separate module to resolve the ambiguity, a more complex understanding process.
One way of reducing ambiguity at an early stage of
processing without relying on another module is to
incorporate the domain-specific semantic knowledge
into the grammar. Therefore, we introduce domainspecific categories to restrict the types of phrases that
allow omissions. For the example TU-95 destroyed
220 nm, we can introduce the following sequence of
grammar rules to capture the domain-specific knowledge that a prepositional phrase denoting a location
(locative prepositional phrase) allows the preposition
at to be omitted, and noun phrases that typically occur in a locative prepositional phrase with preposition
omission are the ones that denote distance.
locative_PP ->
{in, near, off, on, ...} NP
at_locative
at_locative ->
[at] NP_distance
NP_distance ->
numeric nautical_mile
nautical_mile ->
nm
In the preceding grammar, the first rule states that
a locative prepositional phrase locative_PP consists of
either a preposition (in, near, off, on) and a noun
phrase NP or it is simply an “at_locative.” The second
rule says that the prepositional phrase at_locative consists of the preposition at, which may be omitted as
indicated by the brackets and a noun phrase denoting
distance NP_distance. The third rule states that a distance denoting noun phrase NP_distance consists of a
numeric expression. The head noun nautical_mile is
written as nm according to the fourth rule. With this
grammar, the expression 220 nm can be correctly understood as a locative prepositional phrase rather than
a noun phrase.

:statement

:topic nn_head
:name “tu-95”

:pred destroy
:mode “past”
:topic nn_head
:name “nm”
:pred cardinal
:topic “220”

Wrong Translation: êŒãÀ-95 áŒíî˜ÄŒÄì 220 íîÖŒÖÃÈ ëõÄôœíîˆÉì.
FIGURE 7. Semantic frame for the mistranslation of the in-

put sentence TU-95 destroyed 220 nm (which means “TU-95
was destroyed at 220 nm”). The mistranslation occurs because the locative expression 220 nm is misunderstood as
the object of the verb destroyed, and the sentence is misunderstood to be in active voice rather than passive voice.

We rely on the training capability of the system to
understand the verb “destroyed” as the main verb of
the passive sentence in which the verb “was” is omitted, rather than as a verb in a reduced relative clause.
Namely, a noun-verb sequence, which is ambiguous
between the past tense and past participial form, is
more likely to be the subject and the main verb of a
passive sentence (i.e., TU-95 was destroyed ), as opposed to the noun modified by a reduced relative
clause (i.e., TU-95 which was destroyed ).
The introduction of domain-specific semantic
grammar and the training capacity of the system allows the input sentence TU-95 destroyed 220 nm to be
correctly understood as the one equivalent to TU-95
was destroyed at 220 nm. Figure 8 shows the semantic
frame that reflects the proper understanding. The
whole locative prepositional phrase 220 nm is represented as the predicate at_locative, in which 220 nm
is actually mapped onto the category topic. This semantic frame representation contrasts with Figure 7,
which illustrates how the understanding system can
mistranslate when no domain-specific knowledge is
incorporated into the grammar.
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:statement

:topic aircraft
:name “tu-95”

:pred destroy
:mode “psv”
:pred at_locative
:topic distance
:name “nm”
:pred 220

Translation: êŒãÀ 95 áŒíî˜ÄŒÄì 220 íîÖŒãòâó ëìÄûÉûãóˆÉì.
FIGURE 8. Semantic frame for the accurate translation of
the input TU-95 destroyed 220 nm. Entries in red are replaced
by the corresponding vocabulary items in the Korean-generation lexicon. Unlike the semantic frame in Figure 7, the
locative expression 220 nm is understood correctly as the
locative expression, and the sentence is translated in passive voice. The correct translation results from the domainspecific knowledge of the grammar and the grammar-training capability of the Korean-understanding system.

Text-Translation Evaluation with
Domain-Specific Grammar
After using a data set of 641 training sentences to develop our translation system, we conducted system
evaluations on two sets of test sentences that had not
been used in training. First, the system was evaluated
on a set of 111 sentences comprising 40 messages,
called the TEST set. Second, the system was evaluated on another set of data, called TEST′, which was
collected from an in-house experiment. For this experiment, the subjects were asked to study a number
of MUC-II sentences and create about twenty new
MUC-II-like sentences to form data set TEST′. Because our domain-specific grammar at this stage of
development could handle only words that had been
entered in the grammar, we knew that the performance on TEST, which was certain to contain words
unknown to the grammar, would be limited. In creating TEST′, subjects were likely to use words shown to
them in the example sentences. Consequently, the
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percentage of unknown words in TEST′ was lower
and the percentage of sentences correctly parsed was
greater, as reflected in the following results.
We present evaluation results for our understanding-based translation system on the simple basis of
whether correct understanding and generation are
achieved. Because our system tends to produce an accurate translation for about 85% of the sentences that
are parsed, we have not found it necessary to use more
complex evaluation methods like those described in
Reference 17. Earlier work in evaluating English-Korean translation systems is described in Reference 18.
Of the 111 sentences in the TEST set, 45 had at
least one unknown word, and hence could not be
parsed with this domain-specific grammar. Of the remaining 66 sentences, 23 (35%) were parsed, and 20
(87%) of these parsed sentences were correctly translated. However, the system failed on 41% of the new
MUC-II sentences in TEST because it could not
handle new words at that time. We discuss our solution to the new-word problem in the next section.
The results on the 280 TEST′ sentences were
somewhat better because of the much lower frequency of unknown words and the fact that the sentences in TEST′ generally followed the pattern of the
training sentences. In TEST′, 41 sentences, or 15%,
failed to parse because of the presence of at least one
unknown word. Of the remaining 239 sentences, 103
(43%) were parsed, and of these, 88 (85%) were correctly translated.
System Enhancement for New Words:
Two-Stage Parsing
Although the language processing is efficient when
the system relies on domain-specific grammar rules,
some drawbacks exist. Because vocabulary items are
entered into the grammar as part of the grammar
rules, parsing fails if an input sentence contains new
words. For example, the following sentence is not
parsed if the word incorrectly is not in the grammar:
0819 z unknown contact replied incorrectly.
This drawback was reflected in the initial performance evaluation of our machine-translation system,
as discussed previously.
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els of the latter, whereas the former contains only domain-specific semantic categories at the lower levels.
On a closer examination, the input sequence at the
second-stage parsing does not consist solely of parts
of speech, but of the mix of parts of speech and
words. Unless the word is a verb or preposition, we
replace the word with its part of speech. By not substituting parts of speech for words that are verbs and
prepositions, we avoid ambiguity [15, 19].

To handle the new word problem, we developed a
two-stage parsing strategy. We use domain-specific
grammar rules to try parsing on the input word sequence. If parsing fails on the input word sequence
because there are words or constructs not covered in
the domain-specific grammar, we replace the input
words with their parts of speech, and try to parse the
part-of-speech sequence by using general grammar
rules defined in terms of part of speech rather than individual words.
At the first stage of parsing, the input sentence
0819 z unknown contact replied incorrectly fails on the
domain-specific grammar rules because of the unknown word incorrectly. Then part-of-speech tagging
takes place, replacing the input word sequence with
the corresponding part-of-speech sequence cardinal z
adjective noun replied adverb. At the second stage of
parsing, the part-of-speech sequence is successfully
parsed, resulting in the parse tree shown in Figure 9.
A major difference between the parse tree in Figure 4
and that of Figure 9 is that there are syntactic categories like adjective, noun, and adverb in the lower lev-

Integration of Rule-Based Part-of-Speech Tagger
To accommodate the part-of-speech input to the
parser, we integrated the rule-based part-of-speech
tagger, developed by E. Brill [20], as a preprocessor to
the parser. An advantage of integrating a part-ofspeech tagger over a lexicon containing part-ofspeech information is that only the former can tag
words that are new to the system, which therefore
provides a way of handling unknown words.
The rule-based part-of-speech tagger uses the
transformation-based error-driven learning algorithm
[20, 21]. While most stochastic taggers require a large

Input sentence: 0819 z unknown contact replied incorrectly.
Input to parser: cardinal z adjective noun replied adverb
sentence
full_parse
statement

pre_adjunct

subject

predicate

time_expression

np

vp_reply

gmt_time

adjective

noun

vreply

numeric_time
cardinal

gmt

0819

z

adverb_phrase
adverb

unknown

contact

replied

incorrectly

FIGURE 9. Parse tree derived from a mixed sequence of words and part-of-speech tags. The input

sentence at the top is converted into the mixed sequence below it by using the part-of-speech tagger.
This mixed sequence is the input to the parser. In the parse tree, part-of-speech units are shown in
red. When parsing is complete, the part-of-speech units are replaced by the words in the original
sentence. For example, adjective is replaced by unknown, and adverb is replaced by incorrectly.
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amount of training data to achieve high rates of tagging accuracy, this rule-based tagger achieves performance comparable to or higher than that of stochastic
taggers, even with a training corpus of modest size.
Given that the size of our training corpus is small
(7716 words), a rule-based tagger is well suited to our
needs.
The rule-based part-of-speech tagger operates in
two stages. First, each word in the tagged training
corpus has a lexicon entry consisting of a partially ordered list of tags, indicating the most likely tag for
that word, and all other tags seen with that word (in
no particular order). Every word is initially assigned
its most likely tag in isolation. Unknown words are
assumed to be nouns, and then cues based upon prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and adjacent word co-occurrences are used to update the most likely tag. Second,
after the most likely tag for each word is assigned,
contextual transformations are used to improve the
accuracy.
We evaluated the tagger performance on the TEST
data set both before and after training on the MUC-II
corpus. Table 4 presents the results of our evaluations.
Tagging statistics before training are based on the
lexicon and rules acquired from the Brown corpus
and the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus. Tagging
statistics after training are divided into two categories,
both of which are based on the rules acquired from
training data sets of the MUC-II corpus. The only
difference between the two is that in one case (after
training I) we use a lexicon acquired from the MUCII corpus, and in the other case (after training II) we
use a lexicon acquired by combining the Brown corpus, the WSJ corpus, and the MUC-II corpus.
Table 4 shows that the tagger achieves a tagging accuracy of up to 98% after training and using the comTable 4. Rule-Based Part-of-Speech Tagger
Evaluation on the TEST Data Set
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Training status

Tagging accuracy

Before training

1125 ÷ 1287 (87.4%)

After training I

1249 ÷ 1287 (97%)

After training II

1263 ÷1287 (98%)
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bined lexicon. The tagging accuracy for unknown
words ranges from 82% to 87%. These high rates of
tagging accuracy are largely due to two factors: the
combination of domain-specific contextual rules obtained by training the MUC-II corpus with general
contextual rules obtained by training the WSJ corpus;
and the combination of the MUC-II lexicon with the
WSJ corpus lexicon.
Adapting the Language-Understanding System
The language-understanding system derives the semantic-frame representation from the parse tree. The
terminal symbols (i.e., words in general) in the parse
tree are represented as vocabulary items in the semantic frame. Once we have allowed the parser to take a
part of speech as the input, the parts of speech (rather
than actual words) will appear as terminal symbols in
the parse tree, and hence as the vocabulary items in
the semantic-frame representation. We adapted the
system so that the part-of-speech tags are used for
parsing, but are replaced with the original words in
the final semantic frame. Figure 10 illustrates the semantic frame produced by the adapted system for the
input sentence 0819 z unknown contact replied incorrectly. Once the semantic frame has been produced, as
above, generation proceeds as usual.
Summary of Results for English-to-Korean
Translation on Naval Messages
After integrating the part-of-speech tagger into the
system to implement the two-stage parsing technique, we reevaluated the system on the TEST and
TEST′ data. The experimental results show that by
adopting a two-stage parsing technique, we increased
the parsing coverage from 35% to 77% on the TEST
data, and from 43% to 82% on the TEST′ data.
Figure 11 summarizes the results on all training
and test sentences (including TEST and TEST′).
With the integration of the two-stage procedure that
includes the part-of-speech tagger, we have been able
to increase the translation accuracy on this domain to
80%. We believe that this level of accuracy, when
combined with a fall-back position that provides
word-for-word translations for sentences that cannot
be parsed, would be of operational value to human
translators and would significantly reduce their work
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100

:statement

:time_expression
:topic

“z”

:pred

“819”

90

Training
sentences

80

86

Test
sentences

80
70

:pred reply_v
:mode
:adverb

“contact”
unknown

60

Percent

:topic :name
:pred

50
40

“past”
incorrectly

30

32

20

Paraphrase: 819 Z unknown contact replied incorrectly.
Translation: 8âŒ 19áÆÂ åó˜éòáÆÜ
È ô˜ãÕ ÜÆé
È òÄì áÆåó˜íúœíìÄò ãÃÉ
˜ ìÛíîˆÉì.
FIGURE 10. Accurate semantic frame derived from the parse

tree with the part-of-speech input sequence. Entries in red
are replaced by the corresponding vocabulary items in the
Korean-generation lexicon.

load. This hypothesis remains to be tested, and to be
truly useful the translation also needs to be extended
beyond the MUC-II corpus to more operational domains. Work along these lines is described later in this
article.
Speech Translation in the MUC-II Domain
Although our primary emphasis in working on the
MUC-II domain was text translation, we also developed a speech-translation system for a subset of this
domain. In our original speech-translation work we
had used a hidden Markov model (HMM) speech
recognizer that had been developed earlier at Lincoln
Laboratory. For the MUC-II domain, we developed a
new HMM speech recognizer by building upon the
HMM Toolkit (HTK) software system originally developed at Cambridge University [22, 23]. Given a
vocabulary, a grammar, training data, and a number
of key parameters of the HMM system, the HTK system can be used to build a speech recognizer.
The speech training data used for the MUC-II
speech recognizer was drawn from an independent
data source—the TIMIT general English corpus [24].
The HTK system was used to train speaker-independent acoustic triphone models on the TIMIT corpus.
Separate gender acoustic models were generated from

10
0

Domainspecific
grammar

Domainspecific
grammar

Part-of-speech
tagger plus
domain-specific
grammar

FIGURE 11. Summary of English-to-Korean translation re-

sults on the MUC-II training and test data, which includes
both TEST and TEST′. Use of the part-of-speech tagger,
primarily to solve the unknown word problem, substantially
enhances translation performance on the test data.

a total of 233 minutes of data from 326 male and 136
female speakers. The core HMM models were threestate, state-tied models, with one Gaussian per state.
Despite the large size of the TIMIT corpus, 22% of
the triphone models that occurred in the MUC-II
sentences did not occur in TIMIT. For those triphone
models, back-off monophone models were used [23].
For speech recognition on the MUC-II corpus, a
simple language model was generated in the form of a
word-pair grammar (WPG) constructed on the basis
of the text of 207 sentences drawn from the MUC-II
corpus. A WPG is a special case of a bigram grammar
[23]; the WPG specifies the set of words WF that are
allowed to follow any given word WI in the vocabulary, and equalizes the probabilities of a transition
from a given WI to any of the WF. Many vocabulary
items in the MUC-II corpus, particularly naval terms,
abbreviations, and acronyms, were not included in
our available phonetic dictionaries. Phonetic expansions that were created by hand for about 200 such
items were added to the dictionary. In summary, for
the purposes of this MUC-II speech-translation exVOLUME 10, NUMBER 1, 1997
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Korean-to-English Translation
In the early stages of our project, we learned that
SYSTRAN, Inc., a company with a long and successful history of work in machine translation, had just
embarked on a Department of Defense (DoD)–sponsored project in Korean-to-English translation [30,
31]. Rather than develop the Korean-to-English part
of the system ourselves, we chose to gain leverage
from that work, and initiated a subcontract with
SYSTRAN to adapt their Korean-to-English system
50
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100
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85

80
70
60

Percent

periment, the size of the vocabulary was about 500
words and the perplexity (geometric mean of the
number of words that can follow a given word) of the
WPG on the data was 6.4 [25].
To test this system, we arranged to have 207 sentences recorded by one male speaker and one female
speaker. The speaker-independent acoustic models
were completely independent of the test data, but the
word-pair grammar was developed for this particular
set of sentences. (These speech-translation results
were obtained by using the domain-specific MUC-II
parsing system, prior to the work on the part-ofspeech tagger). Figure 12 shows the performance results for speech-recognition and speech-translation
experiments on the 207 sentences. With a word error
rate of 7%, the sentence accuracy (percentage of sentences perfectly recognized with no word errors) was
54%. To separate the effects of speech-recognition
performance and text-translation performance, we
evaluated speech-translation performance only on
those sentences which had been translated correctly
by the text-translation system. For this group, the
percentage of sentences correctly translated (85%) is
higher than the percentage of sentences that were perfectly recognized (54%).
The reason for this higher translation rate is that
many of the speech-recognition errors are caused by
omissions or incorrect recognition of items such as
articles or plurals. Our translation system, which had
been developed to deal with telegraphic text and to
handle number disagreement within sentences, was
tolerant of the errors that are often produced by
speech recognizers. For descriptions of other work in
English-Korean speech translation, see References 26
through 29.

50

54

40
30
20
10
0

Sentences
perfectly recognized

Sentences
correctly translated

FIGURE 12. Speech-recognition and translation perfor-

mance on MUC-II naval message data. The sentences averaged 12 words in length and 54% of the sentences were perfectly recognized. Speech-translation performance, shown
only for those sentences which were translated correctly by
the text-translation system, is 85%, which demonstrates the
capability of the parser to handle errors in the text input that
it receives.

to the MUC-II domain. Although this made our twoway system asymmetric in that the SYSTRAN system
uses a transfer approach instead of an interlingua approach, we decided that the advantage in expediting
development was worthwhile.
To provide a Korean MUC-II corpus, we separately contracted with another organization to produce human translations of 338 MUC-II corpus sentences into Korean. We then supplied this Korean
corpus to SYSTRAN for their training, developing,
and testing. From this Korean corpus, 220 sentences
were used for training and 118 sentences were used
for testing. During training, significant changes were
made to all modules because the system had never
dealt with telegraphic messages of this type. The system dictionary, which had about 20,000 Korean entries but lacked many terms in naval operations reports, was augmented to include the new words in
MUC-II. We found that performance on the MUCII Korean-to-English task was good; 57% of the
translations of the test sentences were at least close to
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being correct, and for 97% of the sentences, a human
translator could extract the essential meaning from
the translation output. After the work on the MUCII corpus, SYSTRAN extended the Korean-to-English system to another domain, which we obtained
from a bilingual English-Korean combat officer’s
briefing course, and which was similar in vocabulary
size to the MUC-II corpus. Korean-to-English performance on this domain was similar to the performance on the MUC-II corpus.
For demonstrations, we also developed a smallscale Korean-to-English speech-translation subsystem
for the MUC-II domain. We collected training data
from two Korean speakers, and using HTK we developed a rudimentary Korean speech recognizer with
about a 75-word vocabulary. With this system we
were able to demonstrate translation of Korean
speech when we fed the output of the Korean speech
recognizer into the Korean-to-English translator. This
demonstration was of high interest to many observers, but we cautioned them that a great deal of work
was still required to make a truly effective Korean
speech-recognition and translation system.
Recently, we developed a preliminary working subsystem for interlingua-based Korean-to-English
translation that includes a Korean analysis grammar
for TINA. This makes CCLINC, to our knowledge,
the first machine-translation system that implements
two-way, interlingua-based English-Korean translation. Other related ongoing work includes research in
Korean language understanding to produce an interlingua representation [32] and transfer-based Koreanto-English translation [33].
System Development on C2W Domain and
Treatment of Complex Sentences
While we were carrying out our translation-system
development on the MUC-II corpus, we worked with
personnel in CFC Korea to obtain data that would be
more directly typical of translation applications in
that environment. In November 1996, we obtained
data for a new task domain in the form of an English
and Korean Command-and-Control Warfare (C2W)
handbook. The handbook provided us with over two
hundred pages of new material in each language, used
routinely by CFC, in an electronic format. It con-

tained a vocabulary of 8500 words and 3400 sentences, each with an average size of 15 words.
The new material created challenges. In particular,
the sentences were longer and more complex than
those in the MUC-II corpus. We were motivated by
the C2W corpus to confront some of the difficult
challenges in machine translation, which in turn led
us to develop a more complete and robust translation
system, as described below.
The C2W Data
For the C2W data, we focused our effort on developing a technique to handle complex sentences that includes fragmentation of a sentence into meaningful
subunits before parsing, and composition of the corresponding semantic-frame fragments into a single
unified semantic frame. Compared to those of the
MUC-II corpus, the sentences in the C2W data are
much longer and are written in grammatical English:
A mastery of military art is a prerequisite to successful practice of military deception but the mastery of military deception takes military art to a
higher level.
Although opportunities to use deception should not
be overlooked, the commander must also recognize
situations where deception is not appropriate.
Often, the skillful application of tenets of military
operations-initiative, agility, depth, synchronization and versatility, combined with effective
OPSEC, will suffice in dominating the actions of
the opponent.
Such long, complex sentences are difficult to parse.
Acquiring a set of grammar rules that incorporate all
instances of complex sentences is not easy. Even if a
complex sentence is covered by the grammar, a long
sentence induces a higher degree of ambiguity than a
short sentence, requiring a much longer processing
time. To overcome the problems posed by understanding of complex sentences, we have been developing sentence-fragmentation and semantic-frame
composition techniques. We briefly describe these
techniques below.
VOLUME 10, NUMBER 1, 1997
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Input: Although opportunities to use deception should
not be overlooked, the commander must also recognize
situations where deception is not appropriate

Sentence Fragmentation
For sentence fragmentation, the input sentence is first
parsed with the Apple Pie Parser, a system developed
at New York University. This system runs on a corpus-based probabilistic grammar and produces the
parse tree with the highest score among the trees derived from the input [34]. Our sentence-fragmentation algorithm [35] is applied to the Apple Pie Parser
output, producing sentence fragments that each form
a meaningful unit. Figure 13 provides an example of
the Apple Pie Parser output and fragmenter output.
As the Apple Pie Parser output and the fragmented
output show, the fragmentation algorithm extracts
elements with category labels such as TOINF and
SBAR, each of which form an independent meaning
unit [36]. Once a fragment is extracted from the
higher-level category, the label of the extracted element is left behind to compose the component
semantic frames at a later stage. In Figure 13, two
fragments have been extracted from the input sentence—an adverbial clause (although opportunities to
use deception should not be overlooked ) whose category
label in the parsing output is SBAR, and a relative
clause (where deception is not appropriate ) whose category label is also SBAR. Labels of these two extracted
elements are left in the first fragment as adverbc1 and
relclause1, respectively. Likewise, an infinitival clause
whose category label in the parsing output is TOINF
has been extracted from the adverbial clause, leaving
its label toinfc1 in the second fragment.

Apple Pie Parser output
(S (SBAR although
(SS (NP opportunities
(TOINF (VP to
(VP use
(NPL deception)))))
(VP should
not
(VP be
(VP overlooked)))))
-COMMA(NPL the commander)
(VP must
(ADVP also
(VP recognize)
(NP (NPL situations)
(SBAR (WHADVP where)
(SS (NPL deception)
(VP is
(ADJP not appropriate))))))))

adverbc1 comma the commander must also recognize
situations relclause1
adverbc1 although opportunities toinfc1 should not be
overlooked
relclause1 where deception is not appropriate
toinfc1 to use deception
FIGURE 13. Operation of the sentence-fragmentation algorithm. From top to bottom are shown the input sentence, the
Apple Pie Parser output, and the four fragments into which
the input sentence is broken via the operation of the fragmentation algorithm on the output of the Apple Pie Parser.

Understanding Fragments and
Semantic-Frame Composition
Once sentence fragments are generated according to
the fragmentation algorithm, each fragment is processed by the language-understanding system, TINA,
to produce the parse tree and the semantic frame. The
semantic frames of each fragment are then combined
to capture the meaning of the original input sentence.
Figure 14 illustrates this process. The language-understanding system derives the parse tree and the corresponding semantic frame for each fragment, and
the semantic frames for each frame are combined.
The combined frame then becomes the input to the
GENESIS language-generation system.
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Robust Translation System
The robust translation system copes with the technical challenges discussed in the prior section. Figure 15
illustrates the process flow of this system. Given an
input sentence, the TINA parser tries to parse the input sentence either on the word sequence or the mix
of part of speech and the word sequence. If the parsing succeeds, then TINA produces the semantic
frame. If not, the input sentence is fragmented into
several subunits. The TINA parser is then applied to
each fragment. If parsing succeeds, the semantic
frame for the parsed fragment is produced. If not, a
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Input: Military art focuses on the direct use of military force to impose one’s intent on an opponent.
(a) Fragment 1: Military art focuses on the direct use of military force toinfc1
sentence
:statement :topic art
:pred military

full_parse

:pred focus_v
:mode “present”
:number “third”

statement
subject

predicate

q_np

vp_focus

:pred v_on
:topic use
:pred direct

modifier nn_head vfocus v_on_pp
v_on

:pred n_of

q_np
det modifier nn_head
adjective

art

focuses on the

:topic force
:pred military
to_infinitive "toinfc1"

n_pp
n_of_pp

n_of
military

(b)

q_np

direct use of military force toinf1

(c) Fragment 2: toinfc1 to impose one’s intent on an opponent
sentence

fragment

:tag “toinfc1”
:to_infinitive to_inf

(d)

:pred impose
:mode “root”

fragment

:topic intent
:pred one’s

toinf_tag_clause

:pred v_on
toinfc_tag

to_infinitive
to_inf

:topic opponent

predicate
:statement :topic art
:pred military

vp_impose
vimpose

dir_object
q_np

v_on_pp
v_on

nn_mod nn_head
toinfc1

to

impose one’s intent on

q_np
det nn_head
an opponent

Paraphrase: Military art focuses on the direct use of military
force to impose one’s intent on an opponent.
Paraphrase:
ÄÆâ
Â ìåóÂâã
ÈÆ ÂÃ âì˜Éîáì˜ãò åìâŒÂãÕ ãÕÉõÖÈÃ Äì˜ãí
ü ìÇÃÂ ÄÆâ
Â ìáô˜ÖôœãÕ åŒœåóÛâìãüã
˜ ò éõå
ı óÚãÈÃ ÉÆÉ
Â ì.

(e)

:pred focus_v
:pred v_on
:topic use
:pred direct
:pred n_of
:topic force
:pred military
:to_infinitive to_inf
:pred impose
:topic intent
:pred one’s
:pred v_on
:topic opponent

FIGURE 14. Operation of the robust translation system for parsing and understanding sentence fragments, composing the re-

sults into a combined semantic frame, and producing the final translation and paraphrase. In this example, two fragments are
processed. The parts of the figure are (a) parse tree 1, (b) semantic frame 1, (c) parse tree 2, (d) semantic frame 2, and (e) combined semantic frame with paraphrase and translation. The labels in red represent the categories that have been extracted by
the fragmentation algorithm.
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English
input

Part-of-speech
tagging

Parsing

Korean
output

Input
parsed?

Yes

Korean
generation

Semantic
frame

No

Fragmentation

Part-of-speech
tagging

Parsing on
fragments
1, 2, 3, ...

Fragments
parsed?

Yes

Semantic
frames
1, 2, 3, ...

Composed
semantic
frame

No
Word-for-word
understanding

Semantic
frame

FIGURE 15. Process flow of robust translation system. Given an input sentence, the translation system assigns parts of speech
to each word. Parsing takes place with the part-of-speech sequence as input. If parsing succeeds at this stage, the corresponding semantic frame is produced. If parsing does not succeed, the input sentence is fragmented, and parsing takes place
on each fragment. Once parsing and semantic-frame generation of all of the fragments has been completed, the semantic
frames for the fragments are composed. Generation proceeds with the composed semantic frame as input.

form of word-for-word understanding is applied to
the fragment, which results in a semantic frame that
serves as a place holder. After all the fragments have
been understood, the semantic frames for the fragments are composed, and generation proceeds from
the composed semantic frame.
Our initial development of the robust translation
system shown in Figure 15 was done on the C2W
data, which, as mentioned earlier, included many
complex sentences with an average sentence length of
fifteen words. With an early version of the robust
parser on 286 sentences of C2W data, 158 (55%) of
these sentences were fully translated. Of these 158
fully translated sentences, 64 (22%) input sentences
were both fully fragmented by the system and fully
parsed. This approach has increased the parsing cov54
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erage and translation rate on complex sentences in
our current translation material of Commander-inChief (CINC) daily briefings. We believe this approach provides aid to the user when full translation
is not possible.
Software Implementation
Figure 16 illustrates the major modules of the current
software implementation of CCLINC. The top-level
module of the CCLINC system, the graphical user
interface, interacts with both the English-to-Korean
and Korean-to-English translation systems. The English-to-Korean translation system consists of three
subsystems, namely, speech recognition, language understanding, and language generation. The languageunderstanding system interacts with two subsystems
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Graphical user interface as translator’s aid,
written in C-code and user interface language

English to Korean

Speechrecognition
tool kit

Language
understanding
(TINA);
C-code

Rule-based
part-of-speech
tagger;
C-code

Korean to English

Language
generation
(GENESIS);
C-code

Interlingua-based
system
(TINA and
GENESIS)

SYSTRAN
transfer-based
system

Apple Pie Parser
and
fragmenter;
C-code

FIGURE 16. Major software modules of the current implementation of the CCLINC automated translation system. The graphi-

cal user interface interacts with both the English-to-Korean and Korean-to-English translation systems. The English-to-Korean
system consists of three subsystems: speech recognition, language understanding, and language generation. The languageunderstanding system interacts with two subsystems for robust processing: the rule-based part-of-speech tagger and the
Apple-Pie-Parser and fragmenter. The Korean-to-English system consists of two systems that employ different approaches to
machine translation: the interlingua-based system being developed at Lincoln Laboratory and the transfer-based system developed by SYSTRAN under a subcontract.

for robust processing: the rule-based part-of-speech
tagger to handle unknown words, and the Apple Pie
Parser and sentence fragmenter to handle complex
sentences. The Korean-to-English translation system
includes two subsystems that employ different approaches to machine translation: the transfer-based
Korean-to-English system developed by SYSTRAN,
and our interlingua-based Korean-to-English system
under development.
The translation system operates on UNIX platforms, and has been run on workstations under
Solaris and on a Pentium laptop under PC Solaris and
LINUX (Solaris and LINUX are versions of UNIX).
The system with the part-of-speech tagger and the
fragmenter uses about 50 MB of memory and, depending on the size of the data files used by each
module, the memory usage varies from 80 MB to 100
MB. The processing times for translation rely on the
task domain, the grammar, the length and complexity

of the input sentence, and the processor being used.
For all the tasks we have run, translation is generally
completed within a few seconds per sentence.
As an example, text-translation processing times
for the MUC-II domain, with the system running on
a 125-MHz Hypersparc workstation ranged from 1.7
sec for an average sentence length of 12 words, to 2.3
sec for a 16-word sentence, to about 4 sec for a complex sentence containing 38 words. For the same processor, English speech recognition in the MUC-II domain runs in about two times real time. We caution
the reader that the processing efficiency of a system is
determined by various factors that include CPU
speed, machine memory size, the size of data-grammar-lexicon files required by the system, and the
complexity of the input data, which largely determines the parsing time. For a general introduction to
the efficiency issue of different parsing techniques, see
Reference 37.
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Input
CINC’s Daily Guidance Letter
• Purpose
– Disseminate CINC’s guidance of the past 24 hours
– Planning guidance for Future Operations
– Guidance for Integrated Task Order (ITO)
• Objectives
– Summary of CINC’s operational guidance for future ops
– Issue CINC's prioritized guidance
• Products
– C3 Plans provide draft to C3 prior to Morning Update for
CINC approval
– C3 Plans provide approved letter to CFC Staff,
Components, and Subordinates

Translation

âìÖô˜ÄúÂãÕ ãŒÈãŒÈ åŒéŒÚ âóâŒÂ

• Üõå
œ óœ
– ÄúÄó 24âŒÄìÂãÕ âìÖô˜ÄúÂãÕ åŒéŒÚãÈÃ ãÀëí
õ ìÂÉì.
– ÜŒÖî åìœåóÂãÈÃ ãøíìÂ Äöíûœ åŒéŒÚ.
– êõí
˜ ìÛ ãŒÚÜÆ Üô˜Öô˜ãÈÃ ãøíìÂ åŒéŒÚ.
• Üõë
œ ü
– ÜŒÖî åìœåóÂãÈÃ ãøíìÂ âìÖô˜ÄúÂãÕ åìœåóÂ åŒéŒÚãÕ ãüãïœ
– âìÖô˜ÄúÂãÕ åÆã
˜ í
ü ìÂ åŒéŒÚãÈÃ âŒÉìÈíìÂÉì.
• âó˜Äú
– åŒíø, êõå
˜ ò ÜŒ˘ êõâ
˜ ŒÂ ÄöíûœãÂÃ âìÖô˜ÄúÂ âÃã
˜ ŒÂãÈÃ ãøíìãô åõÄìÂ éûâŒÂ åó˜áü
åòÄõ˜ ãŒåóÂãò åŒíø, êõå
˜ ò ÜŒ˘ êõâ
˜ ŒÂãò éõãìÂãÈÃ åòÄõí
˜ ìÂÉì.
– åŒíø, êõå
˜ ò ÜŒ˘ êõâ
˜ ŒÂ ÄöíûœãÂÃ íìÂÜŒãôÂíìÛâìÖô˜áÆ éìÚÜ,õ ÄÆâó˜áÉ
Æ î, ÄÃÖŒÄõ
ãöâõá
œ É
Æ îãò âÃã
˜ ŒÂÉûÂ êõâ
˜ ŒÂÜã
ÂÆ ÈÃ åòÄõí
˜ ìÂÉì.

FIGURE 17. Sample slide of Commander-in-Chief (CINC) briefing material, in which each English sentence has been translated
by CCLINC. The development of CCLINC to achieve high performance for a large variety of such material is the focus of our
current work.

System Demonstrations and Task Definitions
From the outset, this project has focused on developing an automated translation system that would be
useful for military coalition forces in Korea. Therefore, we have actively pursued user feedback in demonstrating and testing our technology in the user environment, and iteratively adjusted our efforts to
respond to this feedback. These system demonstration and technology activities include our first visit to
Korea in September 1994, a system demonstration on
board the USS Coronado at the June 1996 Rim of the
Pacific Coalition (RIMPAC 96) exercises, and a system demonstration at CFC Korea in April 1997 in
conjunction with the Reception, Staging, Onward
Movement, and Integration (RSO&I) exercises. During these exercises, we tested the system on new operational data comprising intelligence spot reports,
intelligence summaries, and excerpts from CINC
daily guidance letters and briefings.
The mission was successful in winning support
and encouragement from high-ranking officers and
military personnel who would be directly working
with the system. We held discussions with CFC translators, operations personnel, and flag officers to help
us define tractable translation tasks, with the CINC
briefings becoming our highest priority. We also
56
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brought back samples of key operational material to
be used in system development.
As a result of the RSO&I exercises, we are developing the system to translate CINC daily briefings,
which consist of slides and speaker notes that are used
by a presenter to explain each slide. The speaker notes
that accompany a slide include longer, more complex
sentences, and hence our robust translation approach
of handling complex sentences is critical for translating this material. Our ultimate goal in training the
translation system on CINC briefings is to allow
CFC personnel to focus more on the content of the
briefings than on translation. Figure 17 illustrates a
briefing slide in which each of the English sentences
has been translated into Korean by our system. Although the translation is accurate for this slide, a substantial amount of system development on similar
material is needed before the translation accuracy on
new CINC briefing material will be high enough for
effective operational use. We plan to bring the system
to Korea by spring of 1998 for tests on new CINC
briefing material.
Summary and Plans
Substantial progress has been made in automated English-Korean translation. Major accomplishments in
this project to date include (1) development and fea-
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sibility demonstrations of automated two-way English-Korean text and speech translation for military
messages; (2) development of a modular, interlinguabased translation system that is extendable to multiple languages and to human interaction with C4I
systems; (3) development of a multistage, robust
translation system to handle complex text; (4) development of an integrated graphical user interface for a
translator’s aid; and (5) several successful demonstrations and technology transfer activities, including
participation in the RIMPAC 96 coalition exercise on
board the USS Coronado and the RSO&I coalition
exercises at CFC Korea.
Our plans for the future involve extending the system capability to additional application domains, including translation of operations orders and operations plans. We will expand our recently begun effort
in developing an interlingua-based Korean-to-English translation system by using the same understanding-based technology that we have applied to
English-to-Korean translation. Ultimately, we hope
to integrate the system’s understanding capabilities
with C4I systems to allow multilingual human-computer and human-human communication. One such
application would involve a report translated by the
system for communication among coalition partners.
The report’s meaning, captured in the semantic
frame, would be conveyed to the C4I system to update databases with situation awareness information.
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